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Ethiopia: 

as the new year approaches…  



Ethiopia’s Bright Future  
 

 In Ethiopia, September 11th is the first day of a new year. To celebrate the new year, we served meals to the homeless at 

the MCM chapel. We also handed out school supplies, such as notebook and pens, to kids. We hope that these activities 

were an opportunity for people to satisfy their hunger and be inspired to study.  

The first staff service of the new year Director Chul-soo Kim presents a New Year’s greeting card  

 Ethiopia uses the Julian Calendar, under which there are thirteen months in one year. While there are thirty days in the first 

twelve months, there are only five days in the thirteenth month. So, there are 365 days in a year according to both the Julian 

and Gregorian calendar. Nevertheless, the Gregorian calendar is followed in work settings. Overall, the Ethiopian calendar 

is a combination of the Gregorian and Julian calendar.  

 

I hope that just as the Meskel flowers bloom around the end of the Ethiopian year, God’s love blooms in Ethiopia. 

- Missionary John Yoon 

 On Sunday, September 10th (Monday, fifth day of the 13th month, 2010 according to the Ethiopian calendar), a staff worship 

service was held to celebrate the new year. The staff handed out special treats and had a cake cutting ceremony. Coffee, soft 

drinks, and bread were served at the cafeteria. In addition, New Year’s greeting cards were given to all departments.  

Pastor Yoon-ki Kim hands out school supplies The Ethiopians share a meal with one another 



Moblie Clinic  
 

 From October 19th to October 20th, a mobile clinic was deployed to Ziway, Gonjebo, and Bulbula. Its personnel 

consisted of MID volunteers, as well as Ethiopian medical and ministry staff. On the late afternoon of October 19th, 

they arrived in Ziway and held a service in which they reflected on Matthew 1:9 (the parable of the paralyzed man 

and his four friends). With this message in mind, the mobile clinic split into two different teams that would either 

go to Gonjebo or Bulbula.   

▷▷▷Gonjebo General Mobile Clinic  

 On Saturday morning, October 20th, sixteen MID volunteers, eight Ethiopian medical staff, and two ministry staff 

drove thirty minutes from Ziway to a rural town in Gonjebo, where there was little water and no electricity. The 

original plan was to treat patients from 9AM to 2 PM, but there were so many patients that the clinic ended at 

2:40, treating over 300 patients in the process. With Pastor Kim’s sermon in mind, the Gonjebo team divided into 

two pediatric clinics, one internal medicine clinic, and one dental clinic. Due to the scarcity of water, majority of 

the patients suffered from skin diseases (dermatitis neglecta), as was the case last time. Many others suffered 

from gastrointestinal diseases.  

 At the dental clinic, thirty people who needed teeth extraction or dentures were treated. The dental team and 

a few other volunteers returned the following Saturday, October 27th, to follow-up with the dental patients and 

treat skin-disease patients. They also played a video about the gospel and handed out bread, water, clothes, and 

stationary to the town’s residents.  

 Unlike the previous Saturday, there were more elderly patients than pediatric on the follow-up trip. But once 

again, majority of the pediatric patients suffered from skin diseases. If there were enough water for drinking and 

washing purposes, these diseases would not have been contracted. Please pray that the mobile clinic and church 

are not only a well that quenches physical thirst, but a place where within God there is a spring of water welling 

up to eternal life—that not only physical healing occurs, but also spiritual, leading to wholistic health. 



▷▷▷Mobile clinic in Bulbula: Epilepsy Center  

 On Saturday morning of October 20th, the Bulbula team, like the Gonjebo team, started treating patients from 9:00. 

Originally, the Public Health Center only opens until Friday, but special permission was obtained to stay open on Satur-

day and see more patients. Epilepsy specialist and neurosurgeon Doctor Eunik Son, two Korean volunteers, and five re-

cent MMC Medical School graduates treated ninety epilepsy patients. One low of this epilepsy clinic was that they had 

to turn away several patients who had health problems unrelated to epilepsy.   

 

Over the past 20-30 years in Korea, the number of patients with epilepsy have decreased due to adequate epilepsy 

treatment. However, this trend does not apply to Ethiopia. There is still a limited understanding of epilepsy in Ethiopia. 

There are many epilepsy patients in Ethiopia who are imprisoned at home and do not receive appropriate treatment 

due to stigma surrounding epilepsy. In the context of this situation, this mobile clinic was hopefully an opportunity to 

decrease the stigma surrounding epilepsy by spreading the perspective that epilepsy is not a condition to hide or be 

ashamed of, but one that is treatable.  

 Please pray that with this newfound knowledge of epilepsy, many more epilepsy patients will receive treatment as well 

as God’s love, thereby receiving true and complete healing of the body and spirit.  



 ▷▷▷Installation of the Bulbula Yonsei Church sign  

 

 On October 20th, while the Gonjebo and Bulbula mobile clinics were treating patients, other volunteers installed 

the newly built “BULBULA YONSEI CHURCH” sign at a church in Bulbula. Several alumni of Yonsei University 

sponsored the construction of this sign. Due to the lack of resources in Bulbula, the sign was built at MID 

compound with cement, sand, and water. Afterwards, it was transported from Addis Ababa in a truck.  

Please pray that just as this church sign withstood a rainstorm, the church itself will be planted deeply in Christ 

so that the souls of the bulbula region can be firmly grounded in the gospel. 

- Missionary Jane Jun 

 

Charity Concert and Beautiful Mind  

 Under Dr. Phillip’s direction, four MID charity concerts were held on the lobby of the first floor of Grace Wing 

on September 5th, September 21st, October 2nd, and October 26th.  

 In the second concert, selected members of the choir from the Ethiopian church performed a traditional 

Ethiopian instrument and songs. 

First performance: musicians performing at the first concert  First performance: group picture  



The third concert was particularly special because Beautiful Mind performed. Beautiful Mind is an organization established 

in 2007 through South Korea’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Through many diverse activities, Beautiful Mind goes around the 

world spreading unconditional love. This time, to promote good relations between Ethiopia and Korea, Beautiful Mind came 

to MCM to perform in its church and hospital. They sang “This is the Moment,” “You Raise Me Up,” and “Moonlight Sonata.” 

They also played a traditional Korean instrument and performed songs of various genres, including traditional Korean music. 

The performance of Pianist Kyung-min Kim, who overcame cerebral palsy, was particularly moving and precious.  

In the fourth concert, Dr. Jeffrey, Dr. John Noback, Dr. Phillip, and two Ethiopian musicians performed many songs, 

including Simple Song, Desire in Spring, Three Child Songs, and E Lucevan Le Stelle.  

 This concert was held to provide financial assistance to children who could not afford surgery and to introduce classical 

music to those who do not have many opportunities to listen to it.  

 All proceeds from this charity concert went to the Challenge Program, a program within the hospital that pays for 70% of 

the cost of surgery for children who cannot afford the full cost. More specifically, the earnings went to the program 

participants who still could not afford the 30%.  

 Plans are forming for this concert to take place on a regular basis. Recently, some students with potential in instruments 

and singing in the United Kingdom (UK) have expressed interest in joining this charity concert. Please pray that this concert 

continues so that the recipients not only receive surgery, but also experience God’s love and come to believe in Him.  

- Missionary Jin-sol Lee 

Second performance: Dr. Phillip introduces  

the Ethiopian Choir 

Third Performance at GMIC—Beautiful Mind 

Third Performance at MCM Hospital—Beautiful Mind Fourth performance—solo performance of Emergency 

Medicine Doctor Jeffrey 



Myungsung Medical College (MMC) Freshmen Orientation 

  

At 9:00 A.M. on September 17th, 2018, the Myungsung Medical College (MMC) opening ceremony and orientation were held 

at the MMC chapel. The sounds of excited students and their parents resounded throughout the chapel as the seats quickly 

filled up. The event began with Dr. Johnson’s guitar performance and Pastor Phillip Paik’s oboe performance. Afterwards, Dr. 

Roger Holland, the dean of Myungsung Medical College, gave a welcome speech and an introduction of the school and its 

curriculum. He then handed out student I.D. cards and guide books. Afterwards, the students learned about the college 

facilities and amenities. Finally, the orientation ended with a Q&A session followed by a campus tour. Please pray for God 

to mold these students into leaders of the medical field in Ethiopia and the rest of Africa. 

- Missionary Rachel Shin 

Total Gender Religious affiliation  Geographical Distribution 

Male Female Orthodox Protestant Addis Rural Korean 

40 14 26 25 15 30 9 1 

◈Demographics of new comers  

Students from Rural Areas: Oromia 6. SNNPR 1, Tigray 1, Dire-Dawa 1 

Pastor Phillip Paik’s clarinet performance  MMC Orientation  

Brochures and ID cards prepared for students The dean gives an introduction of MMC  



 
MMC’s Fourth Students’ Scientific Research Confer-
ence 
 
 On Saturday morning of September 22nd 2018, Myungsung Medical College held a scientific research 

conference at the GMIC chapel, where the participants presented their research.  

 First, Dr. Temesgen, a doctor of internal medicine at Myungsung Christian Medical Center, discussed 

his research on internal medicine diseases in Ethiopia. Then, MMC sophomore Emmanuel Girma and six 

other students presented their research on pneumonia and pulmonary inflammation. Finally, MMC 

senior Nehemia Kassa and seven other students presented their research on alcoholic liver disease.  

 

In addition, souvenirs were sold outside of the GMIC chapel as part of a fundraiser for student activities.  

Let us pray for this annual scientific research conference- that each year, MMC students have a valuable 

and growth-inducing experience of exchanging knowledge. 

 
- Missionary Rachel Shin 

 

    

 

 

 



September Special Morning Service in Myungsung Church  

 From September 1st to September 3rd, there were a special September gathering and morning prayer at Myungsung 

Church, South Korea. The theme was “Hidden treasure in Pal-kak-jeong.” To attend this event, Pastor Yoongi Kim, his 

wife Duksook Oh, and seven top staff members of MCM and MMC went to Korea from Wednesday, August 20th to 

Monday, September 10th.  
 

INTERVIEW WITH SELAM(Nursing Office) 
 

Q: What are your thoughts upon visiting Korea?  

A: The visit was very nice and beyond my expectation. 

 

Q: What about Korea left the deepest impression on you?  

A The country is very neat and clean. The citizens are very dedicat-

ed to their jobs and concerned about their country. 

 

Q: What was your impression of Myungsung Church?  

A:I loved the way they worshipped God and how children sat in 

the front(which, in my opinion, will make them confident and obey 

God) Everything about the ceremony was breathtaking. 

 

Q: What do Korea and Ethiopia have in common?  

A: In both countries, people respect each other. 

 

Q: How did you change through this visit?  

A: I changed the way I thought about my country. 

 

Q: What would you like to say to your fellow Ethiopians?  

A: They should visit Korea and everybody should be concerned 

about their country. 

 They visited many places, including Myungsung Church, Wonju Retreat Center, Andong Sung-so Hospital, and the center 

for war memorial. The Ethiopians who attended this trip were impressed by the heart of worship possessed by the attendants 

of the early morning service. They also felt challenged by how Korea, a country that suffered from war, developed so rapidly. 

 Myungsung Church also hosted the special September gathering and morning prayer at the compound from September 

12th to September 14th at the Good News Church. Despite the early hour, many Christians came out with a true heart of 

worship. The message of that week was on Matthew 5:1-12 (Jesus’ sermon on the Mount regarding the eight blessings). I 

pray that it was a time of grace for the attendees and that we all long for and receive the eight blessings that Jesus taught 

us through his sermon on the Mount. 

I hope that we always remember the grace expressed in Jesus’ sermon on the Mount and live as He did.  

- Missionary John Yoon 



Y.D.B.B Pastors’ Seminar  

At Good News Myungsung International Church, pastors from 

different  areas of  Ethiopia each brought  one pastor-in-

training to Addis Ababa. A total of thirty people participated 

in the pastors’ seminar at Y.D.B.B. from October 9th to October 

12th. Pastor Yoongi Kim opened up the seminar by leading the 

Holy Communion, an enriching time through which partici-

pants experienced Christ. 

  On the morning of the first day, MMC Pastor David Song led 

a session on the churches’ mission. Later that afternoon, there 

were two more sessions—in the first session, MMC professor 

Kwang-chul Kim lectured on general health. In the second 

session, Dr. Paik, doctor of internal medicine, lectured on how 

to live a healthy life. On the second day, MMC dean Dr. Roger 

spoke about knowing about God and knowing God. On the 

third day, church staff member Henok talked about the great 

commission church. On the fourth day, MMC vice dean and 

elder Henry Moon discussed servant leadership. In the after-

noon, Pastor Yoongi Kim, the head of Good News Church, talked about church administration. 

On the second night, the Ethiopian pastoral staff and the Good News Church staff attended the Wednesday night service together. 

Through Pastor Kim’s introduction of Y.D.B.B., the staff gained a general understanding of Y.D.B.B. and insight into specific ways to pray 

for Y.D.B.B. An especially memorable moment was when the representative of the church in Ginchi, Ethiopia gave a sermon. It was an 

opportunity for the Koreans to empathize with the Ethiopian staff and for the Ethiopian staff to give a sermon to Koreans.  

On the last night, Pastor Phillip Paik performed health check-ups on the visitors from rural Ethiopia. They mostly had gastritis and 

dermatitis. He thought it was a pity that those conditions could have easily been prevented if there were clean water and soap.  

 On the other hand, some of the participants in this seminar had some uncertainties and questions regarding salvation. Hopefully, this 

seminar was a chance for these individuals to gain a clear understanding of salvation rooted in the Bible, as well as a time to dwell on 

the future—how to carry out ministry in Ethiopia.  

As there is limited access to seminary education in Ethiopia, I hope this seminar continues to become an opportunity for the Ethiopian 

pastoral staff to adopt beliefs and perspectives grounded in the Word.                                                 —Missionary Hye-in Chae 



Farewell Interview of Deacon Jinwook Kim (09.17.2018) 

How have you changed over your time in Ethiopia? 

I first arrived here with a conviction, which I thought came from the Holy Spirit, that I must achieve something. Now, I leave with a 

realization of my shortcomings and a newfound hunger for missions. Onto the next mission God has in store for me! 

What was your most memorable moment in Ethiopia?  

I was deeply touched as I saw the self-induced change in the Ethiopian workers. The more time passed, the more they thought and 

planned for themselves, and the more they sought to collaborate with and help one another. As I witnessed these moments, I was deeply 

moved and overwhelmed by gratitude for the time I got to spend with them.  

How do you feel, now that you have finished your service in Ethiopia?  

In the context of God’s perfect timing, my time here is extremely short. In the context of God’s big picture, my role in God’s grand plan 

is extremely small.  I pray that, in an analogy in which God is building a car, the one, minor part I made can be included in the design and 

construction of the car.  

How can we be praying for you? 

To be faithful in the little things and to be grateful for everything. 

What would you like to say to the remaining missionaries in 

Ethiopia and the incoming apprentice missionaries, class of ‘15?  

The work you do here is a mission that God specifically entrusted to 

you. Nobody else can complete your mission for you. Remember that 

God assigned a specific amount of work to you—an amount you can 

bear. Lastly, I hope you do not become greedy and overambitious, but 

always be faithful in the little things.  

- Missionary Rachel Shin 



Prayer Requests  
 

1. For the stability of Ethiopia’s economy and society 

2. For every single person in the MCM compound to know and become one with God through Jesus Christ 

3. For the wholistic well-being of the ministry staff, as well as for them to bear with faith God’s calling 

4. For the spiritual growth and spritiual receptivity of MMC students 

5. For the MCM volunteers, students, and ministry staff to have a heart of worship and live in God’s grace. 

6. For the construction of missions-based churches in Ethiopia, raising up ministers, and the provision of resources and workforce. 

7. To bless all the churches and pastors praying for us, as well as their fellow staff. 

Contact Information  

◆ Bank account: Woori Bank 1005-402-727946  (company)Bright voice 

◆ Tel: (ETHIOPIA)+251-11-6292963 (KOREA)+82-2-6930-9555 

◆ E-mail: mcmetnl@gmail.com ◆ Website: http://mcmet.org ◆ Facebook(MCM): https://www.facebook.com/dreamofmcm  

◆ Facebook(MMC): https://www.facebook.com/Myungsung-Medical-College-1703757016562100 
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A Glimpse of MCM Compound 

180905  A staff member presents a New Year’s gift  

180911  A New Year’s Tour: Wenchi, Ethiopia 180915  Movie night at the compound  

180902  Farewell to Dr. Hong-kun 


